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1. Introduction:
The Single Electron Tunnel ing (SET)
technulogy is the most promising future
technology generations to meet the
required increase in density and
performance and decrease in power
dissipation [1 -2j. The lIla in device or the
SET circuits is the tunnel j uncti on
through which individual electrons can
move in a controlled manner (3) .
A decade ago, the basic physics of SET
was well understood and designing
useful Single Electron Circuits: (SEC)
become: the important research arta [45]. In the past few years, so me ,bas ic

bu ild ing blocks for SEC had been
introduced in the literature [6-9).
In (his paper, we first brieOy discuss the
basic physics of SET in section 2. We
review some of the SEC basic building
blocks that were introduced in lhe
literature, in Sect ion J . The full design
(i nc, detailed schematic diagrams with
all parameters for used devices) and
simulation resu lts (using the fam ous
Monte Carlo si mu lato r; SIMON 2 (10»

are included . In Section 4, a novel 4neuron Hopficld Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) SEC is introduced. The
full design and SIMON 2.0 simulation
resulls of Ihe developed Hopfield ANN
SEC are presented. The conclu sions are
provided in Section 5 rollowed by the
used rderenct::.s in Se<:lion 6.

2. The Basic Physics of SET:
The main component of SEC is the
tunnel junction that can be implemented
using silicon or metal-insulator-meta l
structures, GaAs quantum dots, etc.
The tunnel ju ncti on can be thought of as
a leaky capacitor {I I). For very smal l

.

tun'nel junctions (hence, very small
capacitance CJ ), the movement of only
one electron, from one side of the: tunnel
junction 10 the other, mar produce a
noticeable change elC of the voltage
across the tunnel jUf'k:tion. Nott::. that the
above C = Cj + C: where 4 is the
equiva h:nt cApacitance o r the remainder
of the circu it, as v iewed from the tunne:!
junctioll'S perspective.
The di screteness of the elettrical charge
c leads to the Coulomb bl ockade effect

th at is widely known in the field of
singl e-e lectronics. The critical voltage
Vc (the vo ltage need ed in order to make
one electron tunnel through the junction)
is given by [6]:
(I)

The Coulomb blockade efTect is the
suppress ion of e lectron tunnel ing across
the tunne l junction at vohagl:s IVI <
e/2C. This means thaI for such voltages,
there wi ll be no increase in the
ele~lrostatic energy of the ju nction
capacitor: CV JI2 (in the case of such
increase. the energy would be (4]:
C (V ± e1C)' n.
Today's well-establishcd technologies
uses metal {unctions with an area about
50x50 nm that lead to a typical
capacitance and its corresponding
voltage scale (e/C) in the: order of 100 aF
and I mV, respectively.
To avoid the effecls of thermal
nuctuations on SEC, the thermal energy
klJ T sltould be much less than thc typical
one-electro n charging energy (cV = e 2
nC) [4J .
(2)
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The above condition limits the practical
use of SEC since the working temp . is
restricted to be < I K. For a room
operating temperature (300 K), junction
capacitances should decrease to the
range of 0 .1 uF. To reach this low
capacitance level, th e s ize of the devi ces
should go below few nan ometers and
single electronics enters th e areas of
atomic physics and chemistry [4].

3. The Basic SEC Building
Blocks:
Some of the basic SEC building blocks,
found in the literature, are reviewed in
this section. The full design (inc.
detailed SEC) and SIMON 2 s imulation
resul ts are also included.

3.1 The Single Electron Box:
T he Single Electron Box (SEB) is the
simplest device lIs ing SET e ffect. The
SEB is composed o f one capacitor and
one IUnnel junct ion (8).
Fig. I shows one possible way of
constructin g the SEB along with the
sawtooth-like
output
characterist ics
using SIMON 2. In this confi guration of
Ihe SEB: with the linear increase of VIN ,
VOUT increases until it reaches the
critical va lue of el2(Cj +Co). Then the
tunneling occurs and as a result , the
charge goes down and VOUT decreases
instantaneously to become - eJ2(C.;+Co)'
The above process repeats giving rise to
the sawt ooth-like output.
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Fig. 2 shows the other possible way of
constructing the SEB along with its
output. In this configuration , VOUT
increases linearly until the IUnne ling
'occurs, then there will be a sudden
increase in YOUr due to the charge
transfer . The above process repeals
giving rise to the linea r-step-lik.e output.
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